Construction educators are in need of quality curricular resources which have been validated by topical experts. Many educators find themselves “recreating the wheel” and developing materials from scratch in isolation. The Construction Expertise Exchange (CEE) aims to tap into a network of educators and industry experts to address this need.

In a tremendous collaboration, educators and industry partners have joined together to create and promote this Exchange, which is a valuable resource for facilitating the exchange of resources and expertise among construction educators.

The Exchange is a compilation of topic areas that are developed and moderated by construction Subject Matter Experts (SME) from the industry and the Academy. Topics include both construction subjects and pedagogical techniques for faculty who are developing new courses or are updating current courses.

Contact: ASCProcoreForum@gmail.com

HOW DO I ACCESS THE FORUM?

The forum is hosted by Procore and can be accessed by visiting support.procore.com/ASC
Construction Expertise Exchange
The Resource for Construction Educators

TOPIC MODERATOR

Qualification
- Expertise in topical area
- 10 years combined experience in education and industry
- Ability to commit 4-8 hours per month to the Exchange for a minimum of 3 years

Responsibility
- Curate topical content
- Review content provided by others
- Promote the Exchange to other educators
- Oversee annual audit of content

TOPIC MENTOR

Qualification
- Expertise in topical area
- 7 years combined experience in education and industry
- Willingness to share and mentor faculty in topic area

Responsibility
- Provide curricular advice to other construction educators
- May also act as Content Provider
- Assist Topic Moderator with content review

CONTENT PROVIDER

Qualification
- Expertise in topical area
- Willingness to share content

Responsibility
- Contribute topic-specific content and resources

EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATOR

Qualification
- Ability to commit 3 years to oversight of Exchange

Responsibility
- Maintain Exchange
- Upload content
- Promote the Exchange

Contact: ASCProcoreForum@gmail.com

THE EXCHANGE REQUIRES ACTIVE PARTICIPATION AT ALL LEVELS.
HOW WILL YOU CONTRIBUTE?

GET INVOLVED
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